
Caliper Precision Series - Sales

A Micro-Learning Library for Modern Sales Teams

At Caliper, a great hire is just the beginning!

Guided Learning for Serious Sales Teams  

Snackable for Salespeople. Flexible for Managers.

Caliper Precision Series – Sales (CPS) is a self-paced and coach-ready eLearning experience that fuels skill

development in 8 specific sales roles. Leveraging over 20 years of science from the Caliper Profile, CPS is the

perfect next step to maximize an individual's strengths and develop areas of improvement via micro-learning

topics that will resonate with all salespeople. Topics include:  Composure and Resiliency, Achievement and

Motivation, Negotiating, Relationship Building, Time Management, Influence and Persuasion, Initiating

Action, Information Seeking, Active Listening, Interpersonal Sensitivity, Accountability, Service Focus,

Organizational Savvy, Strategic Thinking, Learning Agility, Business Acumen, Planning and Priority Setting,

Coaching and Developing Others, Deliberative Decision Making, Driving Results, and Analytical Thinking.

Competency

& Job-Based

Competency learning is

effective because it focuses on

skill building and the concepts

are immediately usable on the

job. No one likes training that

isn't relevant. CPS trains on

competencies proven to impact

successful sales behaviors and

outcomes with each sales track

covering 8-12 competency

topics.

Short Micro-

Learning

Micro-learning can improve

learner retention by up to 20%

according to Training Magazine.

With YouTube-like content in

every module, you can mix and

match and complete each in

about 15-30 minutes as part of

your day. Complete a video and

application activity one day and

switch to a video and reading

the next. 

Self-Paced or

Structured 

Each CPS competency module

is designed with dynamic parts

including 5 videos, 3 readings,

2 application activities, a

knowledge-check, and

learner/coaching guides to put

the learning into practice. This

variety helps satisfy all learning

styles, schedules, and formats

(classroom-based or e-

Learning).

Coach and

Peer-Ready

People learn by doing (our

brain's neural pathways even

get stronger as we practice!).

Every module includes activities

that give users the opportunity

to practice what they're

learning with their manager,

coach, or peers. This fits the 70-

20-10 model where 70% of real

learning comes from on-the-job

practice and experience.

CPS Helps You Solve for 3 Things

Transition to Development, Implement Modern Learning, Build a Coaching Culture

You Have an Assessment Score, Now What?

Caliper Precision Series picks up where your IDG or other selection assessment leaves off. Transition from

assessment to skill development with ease.

Built for Caliper Users

While the Caliper Essentials Report isolates

"what" areas are important for individuals to

address, CPS provides the “how” in the form

of skills development. Jump in with

development activities that use familiar

competencies, science, and branding. 

Same Language

Standardized content and terminology from

Caliper ensures consistent language across

the salesforce, and the flexibility of the

modules provides endless opportunities to

tailor the learning experience.

Easy Integration

Modules can be delivered digitally through

Caliper’s platform, or content can be

provided to customers to be loaded into

their Learning Management System.

Designed for Modern Learners

A micro-learning format with your pace and practice methods in mind. Designed for the YouTube

generation, videos are under 3 minutes and readings are all under a page.

Snackable

Today's salesperson doesn't have a lot of

extra time. Long courses that have to be

done in one sitting won't cut it. Learners can

go through CPS content a bit each day, in as

little as 20 minutes at a time!

Configurable

Modules can be mixed and matched to meet

the unique needs of the individual,

department, or organization. You can dial up

the modules in a custom sequence to

support an upcoming meeting or topic focus.

Suits Today's Attitudes

Busy professionals want context (to know

why it's important to their career), clarity (to

quickly find value), and convenience (to

learn at their pace). CPS gives you all three.

All-You-Can-Eat

Don't worry about paying by the user. Simply

decide which modules apply to your role(s)

and get unlimited access for a designated

user quantity for a year.

Made for Coaching Conversations

67% of Sales Managers don't find the time to coach. So we made it easy and natural for managers to have

meaningful conversations and check-ins during the salesperson's learning journey.

Activity "Talk Tracks"

We provide manager and peer talk sheets to

help guide ongoing discussion, reflection,

and collaboration across the team or with

specific managers and employees.

Social Learning

Application activities invite the learner to ask

follow-up questions, interview peers, and

share what they're learning to form a circle

of accountability.

Videos As Examples

Videos serve the dual purpose of teaching

the learner vital on-the-job skills through

engaging scenarios while also simulating an

effective mentor/mentee development

conversation.

1 - Videos

Videos are designed in a film and

documentary style vs scripted training to be

more engaging and life-like. 

2 - Readings

Micro-readings drive home key behaviors of

the competency and take no more than 15

minutes to complete.

3 - Application Activities

Activities help the learner apply the

behavior and enable a manager or coach to

reinforce the concept or even model it.

Sample Content:  Micro Videos

Style is “film/documentary” vs. scripted corporate training feel.

At-a-Glance

Scene 1:  Camera is a fly on the wall during a

group break room conversation or scene of

workplace friends enjoying time together.

The realism draws you in.

Scene 2:  Camera captures discussion in

progress between a mentor and mentee;

sometimes giving advice, other times

praising great effort and providing insight. 

The videos have a TV-like appearance and

style to drive home concepts naturally

instead of the all-too-typical "Watch us role

play" pattern prevalent in corporate training.

Sample Content:  Micro Readings

Articles are written in a way to help validate strengths and offer new suggestions.

At-a-Glance

Tone is friendly, helpful, simple, clear

advice. Focus on brevity as 3-4 pages of

training content are distilled into one

page.

Content and sequence are designed to

help learners prepare for the application

activity the following day.

Sample Content:  Application Activities

Learners are able to engage in practical experiments to apply skills within their role.

At-a-Glance

Written in a step-by-step format to guide

the learner through the entire process of

completing the activity (making a list,

interviewing a colleague, practicing new

skills, etc). 

Includes a sharing component involving a

manager or peer. This "social learning"

gives teams themes to work on together.

Add-On Bundles:  Add the Power of

Assessment Insights

Hire + Develop

Simplify your workflow by blending

pre-hire insights from the Caliper Essentials

Report with skills development content from

the Caliper Precision Series.

IDG Report

Give development tips to

employees so they know their natural

strengths and development needs with the

Caliper Individual Development Guide (IDG).

Team Analytics

Use CPS alongside the Caliper

Analytics platform to see your team's

strengths, learning needs, and patterns

come into full view.

Feature List

CPS is the snackable and modular sales training you've been waiting for, derived from the same Caliper

science and quality trusted by thousands. For current Caliper and other selection assessment users, CPS

picks up where your IDG or hiring report leaves off.

Sample Learning Schedule to Complete One Module
2.5 

Hours Per Module

(Approx.)

   Video + Reading (20 minutes)

   Video + Activity (45 minutes)

   Video + Reading (20 minutes)

   Video + Activity (45 minutes)

   Video + Reading (20 minutes)

Competency Based Learning with 8-12 Competency

Modules Per Role. Roles include:  General Sales, ... ?

Flexible Self-Paced or Structured Delivery

Snackable, Micro-Learning Format

Coach and Peer-Ready

Easy Technology Integration (MP4 and PDF files)

Application Activity "Talk Tracks" for Social Learning

Caliper Bridge Training Available for New Users

Exclusive IDG Report Discount for New Users

How We Stack Up 

Compared to other training providers, CPS-Sales offers unmatched science, skill building, and coaching

materials.

Proven Science with

Self-Paced & Coach-

Ready Training

In-Person &

Enterprise Based

Costly & Consulting

Based

Structured & Method

Based

A 3-Phase Learning Approach With Something For Everyone


